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Preamble 

 
This report details the activities of the Department of Community Services and Tourism 
for the months of January and February 2023. 
 

General 

 
January is a month full of preparations for the busy end of season events that occur in 
February and March. Staff operate the facility, work on the winter carnival and ice fishing 
derby events, and help prepare the Operating and finalize the Capital budgets with the 
assistance of the Finance department. In February, we hosted one of the most successful 
winter carnivals in the past decade, with amazing participation from the community.  
 

Capital Projects 

 
MMCC Sports field Running Track 
Staff have completed the legal agreement with Trillium for the Sports field track, as well 
as prepared a Request for Proposals (RFP) for the Track that was released to contractors 
in early March. Staff expect to recommend a successful proponent to Council in April and 
have the work completed in May, in time for the traditional meets held end of May and 
in June by the area schools. The replacement of the track will consist of: 
 

• Remove the existing material and stockpile it at the Municipal Garage located on 
26 Magpie Road in the rear yard. An estimate of 6” of old sinter material as well 
as an additional 6” of base material for an expected total removal depth of 
approximately 1’ depending on local soil conditions. 

•  Supply and install the following: 
o  Geotextile or other similar weed barrier 
o 6” of “B” gravel 
o 6” of clear, washed crush, packed to grade 
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MMCC 

 
MMCC Bookings 
The facility has returned to or exceeded pre-pandemic levels for most of the operating 
season, including a very busy fall and start to winter. With most league games for the 
season booked pre-Christmas break, there was a slight downturn in arena ice bookings. 
Additionally, fitness membership sales are up from pre-pandemic levels, and staff are 
hopeful that an NOHFC grant that is currently under review will assist in expanding the 
physical space of the gym to reduce crowding. Staff have prepared the following graphs 
to illustrate the past years of bookings each month: 
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Special Events hosted at the MMCC 
 
• APH Clinics 
• Birthday Parties x5 
• SSM vs Timmins Hockey Games 
• WMHA u13 Games 
• WMHA u11 Games 
• WMHA u15 Games 
• WMHA U9 Jamboree 
• WMHA Timbits Jamboree 
• U13/U11 Mustangs Hockey Games 
• Council Training 
• Curling 2 Person Funspiel 
• Curling Mixed Bonspiel  
• Winter Carnival 
• MGC Annual General Meeting 
• Senior Drive Interviews 
• Curling 3 Person Spiel 
• Various meetings – MGC, CHADWIC Girl Talk etc. 
• Minds in Motion Weekly 
 
Ceiling Tiles 

o Tiles throughout the facility often show brown spotting. This is a combination 
of roof leaks and old glycol leaks from the defunct system 

o Staff engaged a roofing contractor who made multiple visits to the facility in 
2022 to patch various locations of the roof, as well as completed some HVAC 
repairs around the units to stop leaks from inside these roof penetrations. 
Unfortunately, as noted previously, the facility is in a condition where patching 
leaks opens up new ones in different locations, and we inefficiently chase these 
throughout the season. 

o With more thaw/freeze events this year, additional and new small leaks sprung 
throughout the season. This increased the damage to tiles throughout the 
building. 

o Staff replace ceiling tiles on a regular basis however this is not a constant 
rotation as this would be too costly both in materials and time. Therefore, we 
review on a monthly basis as part of our JHSC building inspections and replace 
in tandem with light bulbs. 

o This issue will continue until HVAC and roofing issues are resolved – staff have 
an application pending with the NOHFC for HVAC units which also has budgeted 
to improve the curbing around roof penetrations 

 



 

 

 

Community Events and Recreation 

 
Wawa Winter Carnival 
 
With the help of an excellent group of volunteers and community businesses, the 
Department hosted one of the most successful winter carnivals of the last decade. We 
had over 30 individual events that residents and visitors could participate in, with the 
majority being put on by volunteers, service groups, and community organizations. Over 
80 volunteers participated in putting on the event, which saw the MMCC as well as several 
other community facilities host a variety of the weekend events. There was excellent 
participation from the community throughout the event, with approximately 800 
residents come out to the variety of activities on offer. 

 
Winter Fitness Classes 
 
Staff started the Winter Fitness program, with 5 daytime classes and 2 evening classes 
offered.  Both daytime and evening classes have been well attended.  Zoom classes are 
offered during the day, with an average of 4 members joining online.  Staff are working 
on the 7 week spring schedule, to begin in April.  Grants and donations are being worked 
on and submitted to secure funding for upcoming sessions, as well as secure adequate 
funding to offer free senior community classes. 
 
Wawa Goose Nest Planning 2023 

Staff also completed the calendar and planning for the 2023 goose nest markets in 
consultation with the Committee. This ensures that all vendors and residents can be 
informed about the programming for these markets. The Department is currently 
working to build capacity within this volunteer committee who are taking on more 
organizational roles, which reduces the load on our already limited staff. 
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Tourism 

 

Tourism 5 Year Plan 

Staff and the Bannikin Tourism and Travel team are in the final stages of planning the 
actions of the 5-Year Tourism Plan. Staff met with the Consultant 5 times, including a 
meeting with the EDTAC to review the Plan. This is the culmination of months of hard 
work on the plan from staff and the consultants. Bannikin has presented to Council the 
draft report and is incorporating final feedback into the completed report which is due 
before March 31 to meet the Fednor Funding requirements. A staff team is finalizing the 
implementation plan to ensure that each action has a responsible person, a timeline and 
a key performance indicator.   
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Tourism Marketing Intern 

Our tourism marketing intern has found gainful employment in her industry with a private 
firm. This is excellent news and the intention of the NOHFC internship funding project. 
However, we are currently down this intern until we can finalize our claim and extend the 
project for an additional year. Staff expect to hire another intern subject to extended 
funding and pick up where we left off in May. 
 

Other Projects 

 
Nothing to Report. 
 

Funding and Grants 

 
MMCC Funding Application – NOHFC  

Staff completed Stage 2 applications for both Phase 1 (HVAC) and Phase 2 (interior) 
portions of the MMCC Modernization Project. These applications have been reviewed by 
our NOHFC funding officer who provided positive feedback on their contents. We have 
been advised that the project-based management review and is now at the final stage – 
the board level. 
 
Seniors Community Grant 2023 
 
Staff completed an application to the 2023 intake for the Seniors Community Grant to 
restart free functional and at-risk seniors programming. This program funding was cut 
during the pandemic by the Province and while the Municipality took on some expenses 
for the past 2 years, it is not sustainable to continue doing so without additional provincial 
funding. For this program, we partnered with the LDHC and WFHT to develop a barrier 
free program that the healthcare organizations in our community can send seniors at risk 
to ensure that they have the opportunity to socialize and recreate in our community. We 
expect to hear the results of the funding in May / June for a July program start. 
 
Seniors Inclusivity Grant Program 
 
Staff completed research and spoke with a grant advisor on the Seniors Inclusivity Grant 
2023 intake. This program has a due date of April 6 and is focused on helping communities 
to achieve the goals set out in their age friendly plans. In this grant application, we will be 
focusing on the communication to senior’s aspect of the plans’ recommendations, 
including the installation of digital signage at facilities around our community. 
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Next Two Months Outlook 

 
In March and April, staff will focus on busy events, removing ice and deep cleaning the 
facility in April in preparation for the summer. 

• Operations 

o Ice Fishing Derby 
o Hose flood curling ice to prepare for bonspiels 
o Ice Removals – Curling and Arena 

 

• Recreation 

o Acquire funding and schedule free seniors programming 
o Prepare spring programming 
o Host Ice Fishing Derby, TOC’s 

• Tourism 

o Finalize the 5-Year Action Plan with Bannikin and EDTAC 
o Complete draft of new Visitor Guide and receive community feedback 
o Hire new Tourism Marketing Intern 

 

• Administration 

o Complete 2023 Budget Process  
o Complete 2023 Work Plan 
o NOHFC funding applications for Phase 1 and 2 – provide additional 

information upon request. 
 

 

Attachments 

 
Appendix A – Sample Schedule January 2023 
Appendix B – Recreation Marketing January - February 2023 

















Goose Nest Market 

Bundle Up! 2022 

Vendor Survey Responses 

 

 

 



 
Suggestions/comments/explainations:3 responses 

The lighting was fine during the day would have been an issue in the evening. 

Need more lighting/heat. Holding the nests earlier in daylight hours— 11-1 & 3-5 would be better. 

Or place the nests in a circle formation facing each other instead. It would create a more 

interactive market amongst sellers.They don’t need to face the main road. It would cause more 

curiosity as to what is being sold. 

The Markets could probably be condensed to 2 days- Friday and Sat 
 

 
 



 

 

 



Suggestions/comments/explanations:4 responses 

Get rid of night nests—too dark and too cold. Have 11-1 & 3-5 instead 

not sure what option 4 means- the time limit was fine 

Be nice to have another market before Christmas 

I opened my nest early, as I need two hours. 
 

 

 

 



 

Suggestions/comments/explainations:2 responses 

It would help to have a little video or pics of the nests a week prior to set up so that vendors know 

what is there and what they have to work with and what they need to bring. 

Start advertising earlier, up until the event. 
 

Any suggestions on what the event could offer attendees (children and/or the general 

public) to draw bigger crowds, or provide a more meaningful or better experience?8 

responses 

Hot chocolate stand 

If nests were in a circle facing each other you could have a bon fire seeing as the fire dept is 

there. Have hot chocolate avail to the public. Have music playing low to create a welcoming 

atmosphere. 

The sunday market was very slow- if not for the folks who came for Judy Page we probably 

wouldn't see the folks who came out. 

Perhaps a free draw for a prize from each of the vendors. 

xxx 

Warmth! Warm drinks & a place to warm up 

Hot chocolate/ treat stand for kids and attendees, music (speakers) 

Christmas music in the background would have been nice during the event. 
 



 

 

If you will not be participating next year, would you mind sharing why?2 responses 

Too dark, too cold, not too many ppl want to go out at night due to safety and bc it’s too 
cold/dark. 

The temps would be the only issue to make me reconsider 

 

 

 

 



Please leave any other comments, questions, concerns or suggestions for the organizers. 

8 responses 

Thank you to those that organized the event. 

Open the sign up sooner and give sellers more notice when they are scheduled. 

We love the markets- they've become a bit of a tradition for us 

Have a few markets in December 

Great job by organizers. 

Many commented that they didn't like having to come back 4x to see all the vendors 

Earlier callout for vendors 😊. Also, as a suggestion, though I know it's tricky, try to have fuller 
markets. If not enough vendors to fill all nests each time, reduce the number of timeslots to fill 
each timeslot. Some of the markets felt like there wasn't much there, which might deter people 
from coming in the future, and might have detered people from coming this time. 

N/A 
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